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ARTICLE

Quantum Transport Mode in Graphene Nanoribbon
Based Transistor
Sayed Norollah Hedayat1, ∗ , Mohammad Taghi Ahmadi1 , Hassan Sedghi1 ,
Hadi Goudarzi1 , and Shahram Moradi2

Graphene has incredible carrier transport property with high application opportunity at single molecule level,
which composes it as promising materials on nano electronic application. In order to develop the new device
such as graphene nanoribbon transistor, Carbon Nanotube Field Effect Transistor (CNTFET) and nanowire
based devices, it is essential to investigate the quantum limit in low dimensional systems. In this paper
transmission coefficient of the schottky structure in the graphene based transistor is modeled additionally its
quantum properties due to the structural parameters are analyzed. Also one dimensional quantum current in
the presence of the wave vector approximation for monolayer graphene nanoribbon (MGNR) is presented.
Keywords: Quantum Current, Degenerate and Nondegenerate Approximation, Graphene Nanoribbons, Transmission
Coefficient, Monolayer Graphene.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently carbon based materials such as graphene nanoribbon has been studied extensively.1–4 Graphene nanoribbon
(GNR) as a monolayer graphite with nanometer width indicates excellent electrical and optical5 6 properties. Thus
in all related fields including transistor fabrication7 interconnecting circuitry,8 electromechanical switches9 infrared
emitters and bio-sensors have been employed widely.10 11
Furthermore, the electronic structure of graphene and its
low scattering rate lead in desirable electronic transmission, compatibility of doping and utilization on electrostatic area. Particular nature of graphene’s charge carriers
made it important component.12 13 Even long mean free
path and also electron–electron interactions with high level
of electron scattering exist in graphene.14 15 By considering
all these unique properties of carbon nanostructures specially GNRs with distinguished properties it is completely
accepted as a promising component in future electronic
technology.16 17 As shown in Figure 1 the schematic of
GNR transistor with two schottky contact is considered this
structure can be made by top-down fabrication method.
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In an atomic level the approach of top-down is so efficient to particular control over the width and edge termination of the nanoribbon.18 19 And the fabrication of
mentioned structure can be achieved by oxygen plasma
etching23–25 the proposed structure is employed as a transistor platform in the analytical modeling.

2. MODEL

By using Tight-binding method GNRs in ab-initio the nonzero direct band gap of hydrogen termination of either
armchair or zigzag shaped edges have been estimated.
The proportionality of two parameters in GNRs width and
Eg (band gap energy) has been reported. Numerous computation for various structures by moving one layer over
the other in which the atoms are locating at the center of
hexagons in the upper layer and in the direction of the
infinite edge has been done.20–22 The engineered graphene
with armchair structure with 0.22 eV has been reported.
By increasing the thickness of the sample Eg starts to
decrease and finally become zero. This observation provides a promising proportionality of graphene band gap
engineering. Band energy calculation as a key fundamental parameter based on the tight-binding method has been
reported as:
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Fig. 1. Schematic of two Schottky contacts of metallic grapheme with
semiconducting in the channel region.

Where kx , ky are the wave vector next to the extent of the
nanoribbon and ac−c is the carbon–carbon band length, on
the other hand the presented model can be modified as:13

 = ± 3ac−c t kx2 + 2
Ek
(2)
2
√
Where  = 2/ac−c 3pi /N + 1 − 2/3 the quantized wave vector and N is the number of dimmer appearance which, determine the thickness of the ribbon and pi is
the sub band directory. The modified one dimensional dispersion relation for the further development is considered
and the transmission amplitudes for a single square barrier
centered at the origin with height V0 and width bas shown
in the Figure 2 is analytically modeled. It has been demonstrated that one semiconducting GNR can be sandwiched
between two metallic GNR, consequently the difference
between metallic and semiconducting Fermi levels creates
barrier in each side therefore a square quantum barrier can
be assumed as shown in Figure 2.
An electron as a particle has been described by a wave
function which is continues function. When an electron
bumps with several boundaries its wave function must have
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a different form in each region but these functions must
match in the boundaries. The transistor operation can be
modeled in the form of three different regions as shown
in Figure 2 which leads to the Schrödinger equation result
for potential of each region as:
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Where wave number in first and third regions is k =
2mE/ 2  and the wave number in channel region is
K = 2mV0 − E/ 2 , therefore the boundary condition
implies that the constant parameters can be modeled as:
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The transmission coefficient as a main transport indicator in electrical engineering need to be investigated, while
wave propagation in an intermediate part as a transistor
channel is interrupted by junction barrier. The transmission
coefficient has been explained by transmission amplitude,
concentration and total power of a transmitted wave as:
t=

−4kKe−ikb
4kK coshbK + 2ik2 − K 2  sinhbK

(5)

The transmission coefficient is a scale of how an electromagnetic wave (light) propagates throughout a material20
which is the transmission amplitude to power of two therefore the transmission coefficient T can be calculated as:
T = t2
=
Fig. 2. Channel region barrier in GNR based contact with semiconducting GNR sandwiched between two metallic GNR.

2

4K 2 /k2 
−1+2K 2 /k2 −K 4 /k4 +1+2K 2 /k2 +K 4 /k4 cosh 2 bK

(6)
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Fig. 3. Transmission for different K values in the GNR at channel
region.

Where b is the length of the barrier, the wave vector k outside the barrier is a real quantity for all positive energies
E of the electron. The conduction band minimum in the
region outside the barrier is taken as the zero of energy.
Since the conduction band minimum of the barrier is above
that of the region outside hence for certain energies of
the electron (E < V0  the wave vector K will be imaginary and for energies above V0 (E > V0  it will be real.
Thus the energy is divided into two regions, (E < V0  for
non-classical transition by tunneling and (E > V0  where
transition can take place even under classical conditions.
Since k and K are both dependent on effective mass and
energy, hence for different material pairs the variation of
the transmission coefficient for energy values with respect
to the barrier height will be different.26–28 For energies with
transmission value equal to 1 the barrier becomes transparent which is called Ramseur Towns effect. When the
electron energy E is less than the barrier height V0 the
situation is somewhat different.29 30
The transmission coefficient of electrons through a
potential barrier is important for studying the leakage current in MOSFETs with dimensions in the nanometer range.
It is also a crucial parameter for studying the behavior of
multiple quantum well structures where the barrier is sandwiched between two coupled quantum wells. When both

Fig. 4. Transmission for different k values in the GNR at first and third
regions.
J. Nanoelectron. Optoelectron., 12, 1–5, 2017
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Fig. 5. The transmission variation based on the channel region length
(black line indicates channel length 3, blue line for channel length 5 nm
and red line shows channel length equal to 10 nm).

the well and barrier regions are in the nanometer range
we expect further quantization of the energy levels. As the
barrier width decreases the tunneling increases and transmission coefficient value rises with electron energy. For
E < V0 , the transmission coefficient increases from 0 to 1
in a non-linear fashion by increasing the wave number as
shown in Figures 3, 4 for different regions.
As shown in Figures 3 and 4 if the energy of electron in each region is changed within allowed values the
transmission coefficient is varied accordingly. Additionally
beyond the normalized energy En = E/V0  > 1, the resonance in the transmission coefficient is observed as shown
in Figure 7.
On the other hand, as show in Figures 5 and 6 the
manipulation of channel region will affect the transmission property sharply consequently for each pair,
the transmission coefficient is lower for wider wells as
expected.
It is discovered that the performance of the transmission
T E is increased rapidly while the energy of the electron is less than the barrier height energy (E < V0 ) on the
other hand for the energies more than the potential barrier the transmission is saturated at 1 as expected. But the
presented model needs to be modified for this region to

Fig. 6. The transmission variation based on the channel region length
(black line indicates channel length 5 nm, blue line for channel length
4.9 nm and red line shows channel length equal to 5.1 nm).
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Fig. 7. The transmission variation for energies less than barrier high.

Fig. 9. Current–voltage characteristic of GNR transistor based on the
presented model.

get the accurate results. In the presence of k2 and K 2 the
transmission can be modified as:
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Based on the presented model the transmission is analyzed and the numerical result indicates that channel length
affects transmission characteristics very fast. As shown in
Figure 7 the transmission coefficient for a barrier of height
V0 = −1 ev and width 1 nm up to 5 nm varies by channel length. It is notable that for each channel region the
optimum electron energy is different and the maximum
transmission occurs at 0.45 eV, 0.6 eV, 0.75 eV and 0.9 eV
for channel lengths 1 nm, 2 nm, 3 nm and 5 nm respectively. The analyze of the numerical result indicates that
by increasing the channel region optimum energy is closer
to the barrier height.
It is observed that for all cases the saturation part occurs
at E < V0 as shown in Figure 8 therefore for energies more
than this value the transmission need to be considered as
one.

As a result, the quantum current based on the Landauer
formalism is developed as:
Iq =


0

T EF E dE

(8)

Where F E is Fermi Dirac distribution functions which
demonstrate the probability of occupied levels at energy E
and leads the current calculation in the form of:
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We define E − Eg /kB T  = x, Eg − Ef /kB T  = −,
 = 2m/ 2 ,  = 2V0 /3KB , KB is Boltzmann’s constant
and T is temperature. The temperature dependency on the
quantum current is shown in Figure 9 where by increasing
the temperature the non-degenerate current is decreased
but as usual in the degenerate limit current is going to
be saturated in the same amount therefore the effect of
temperature in this limit can be neglected.
As shown in Figure 9 the Ohmic response on Current–
Voltage (I –V ) characteristic for small value of applied bias
is observed and the saturation current for the higher voltages are reported. Also from the trend of I –V characteristic it can be concluded that the presented model is works
properly.

3. CONCLUSION

Fig. 8. The T –E characteristic with channel length variation for energies more than barrier height.

4

Graphene nanoribbon derived from the two-dimensional
Graphene has a great impact on the nanoscale transistor
performance. Its application on nanoscale device fabrication is expected to run the nanotechnology engine. Among
the issues highlighted for GNR is the GNR based device
quantum current which contributes to the faster transistor
operation and thus expected to alter the carrier mobility.
On the other hand, the main parameter that plays important role on device current characteristic is transmission
J. Nanoelectron. Optoelectron., 12, 1–5, 2017
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coefficient. In this paper quantum current of Monolayer
Graphene Nanoribbon (MGNR) based on transmission calculation is modeled and the electronic property due to the
dependence on structural parameter such as channel length
is analyzed.
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